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Abstract—Collecting the RSS between all pair of nodes in the
networks is very significant for wireless network optimization,
localization, interference management and etc. Aside from its
significances, the measurement process could be tedious, time
consuming and involving human operations. The state-of-art
works usually applied the fashion of “measure a few, predict
many”, which use measurement calibrated models to generate the
RSS for the whole networks. However, this kind of methods still
cannot provide accurate results in a short duration and low mea-
surement cost. In addition, they also require careful scheduling
of the measurement which is vulnerable to measurement conflict.
In this paper, we propose a compressive sensing (CS)-based RSS
measurement solution, which is conflict-tolerant, time-efficient
and accuracy-guaranteed without any model-calibrate operation.
The CS-based solution takes advantage of compressive sensing
theory to enable simultaneous measurement in the same channel,
which reduces the time cost to the level of O(logN) (where N is
the network size) and works well for sparse networks. Extensive
experiments based on real data trace are conducted to show the
efficiency of the proposed solutions.

Index Terms—Receiving signal strength(RSS), throughput op-
timization, accuracy, efficiency, compressive sensing.

I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless networks are developing in the fashion of wider

coverage, larger bandwidth, less transmission delay and lower

energy consumption. This trends give birth to many emerg-

ing technologies (e.g., OFDMA, network coding, cognitive

radio, etc. [1]–[3]). Beyond these approaches, the performance

of wireless networks could be improved by optimizing the

allocation of existing wireless spectrum resources via link

scheduling, channel allocation, etc. [4], [5]. Aside from the

traditional usage of data transmission, recent research efforts

also focus on the localization [6] and activity recognition [7]

with wireless networks. All of them, although use it differently,

rely on the receiving signal strength (RSS) and its variant.

Specifically, for wireless networks optimization, it requires the

RSS to build the interference models. Nevertheless, for local-

ization in wireless networks, it requires the RSS to compute

the distance or to generate the fingerprint of certain location.

Thus, the accuracy of the measured RSS will finally affect

the optimization results as well as the localization accuracy.

The efficiency of the measurement process will also affect the

applicability and efficiency of these wireless applications.

Towards the efficient and accurate RSS measurement and its

application in wireless network optimization and localization,

most existing work [8]–[10] mainly focus on how to derive

the metric (e.g. SINR, RSS fingerprint and etc.) by some

signal propagation models (e.g., the pathloss model [10])

with fixed empirical parameters. However, such propagation

models and the corresponding empirical parameters cannot

characterize the complex, time-varying channel conditions

accurately, which in turn compromise the optimization and

localization results.

To obtain accurate RSS values, exhausting measurement on

all wireless links will incur unacceptable time cost. First, the

RSS collection process, e.g. the SINR-optimization process,

requires the RSS values between every pair of nodes in

the network, so the number of RSS values to be measured

grows quadratically with the network size. As is illustrated in

Fig.1, the RSS measurements should be conducted in every

pair of nodes, thus lead to a measurement cost in level

of O(N2). Meanwhile, to measure the RSS accurately, it

usually requires that the receiving signal is decodable, such

that the transmitting node could be identified with the source

information recoded in the packet. As is illustrated in Fig. 2,

no measurement should be performed simultaneously in the

process of RSS measurement, because the conflict will lead to

two major drawbacks. First, the conflict of two signals could

cause the failure of packet decoding, so that the sources of

the signals could not be identified. Secondly, even the packet

could be decoded when the capture effect exists, the measured

RSS will be the overlapping one of both signals, thus, the

measured RSS will be far away from the intended one. Due

to above reasons, traditional RSS measurement, as illustrated

in Fig. 2, were performed in a non-conflicting way. This kind

of measurement method makes the time consumption of whole

measurement process up to the level of O(N2).

Both the measurement cost and the time consumption are

unacceptable for a network with large size of nodes. To

tackle this, we propose a compressive sensing based solution,

whose basic idea could be summarized as two aspects: partial

measurement and simultaneous measurement.

The idea of partial measurement is illustrated in Fig. 3.
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As in the figure, only a subset of node pairs are selected to

measure the RSS. The number of measured links could be

as few as O(N) or even decreased to the level of O(logN),
which is achieved by the method proposed in this paper. Based

on the measured RSS, the other unknown RSS values could

be estimated with certain accuracy. In summary, the partial

measurement method is based on the concept of “measure a

few, predict many”.

The idea of simultaneous measurement is illustrated in Fig.

4, which clear present the advantage that the total measure-

ment time could be deducted. However, as aforementioned,

the simultaneous measurement is forbid, as we cannot tell two

overlapped signals apart. In turn, we also cannot get the values

of RSS and do not know where is the signal coming from.

However, by utilizing the nature of linear additivity of RSS,

we show how to distinguish the source of the RSS without

assume the signal could be decoded and tell the values of the

RSS.

The problems associated with the partial measurement and

simultaneous measurement could be jointed in solve in our

proposed compressive sensing based solution, while mainly

introduce the idea of compressive sensing and lead to the

measurement cost and time cost to the level of O(logN).
The CS-based solution allows simultaneous measurements on

a single channel, which is different from the model-based

solution where measurements on a channel are exclusive at

one time slot. This is mainly empowered by the development

of compressive sensing theory [11]–[13]. The efficiency is

achieved by the result of the CS theory that not enough

overlapping measurements (N dimensions require N sets of

measurements) can recover the original matrix (in our case it

refers to the RSS matrix). It further reduces the time cost to the

level of O(logN), which highly outperforms the model-based

solution. However, it only achieves acceptable accuracy in

sparse networks. The accuracy is guaranteed by controlling the

number of measurements and the sparsity of the RSS matrix.

A number of theories are established to study the relationship

between the accuracy and the number of measurements [13]. A

measurement matrix generation method and a sparsity control

method are proposed to address the specific issues of CS-based

measurement problem.
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Fig. 1. Traditional Exhuastive RSS Measurement.

The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows.
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Fig. 2. Non-conflict RSS Measurement.
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Fig. 3. Compressive Sensing Based RSS Measurement.

• We reveal the important problem of accurate and efficient

RSS measurement for wireless network optimization and

localization.

• We modeled the RSS measurement process as a linear

system and propose a basic framework to perform simul-

taneous measurement of RSS instead of the traditional

non-conflict measurement.

• We further present a compressive sensing (CS)-based

solution to achieve partial measurement. It can achieve

the time efficiency of O(logN) with accuracy control.

• We conduct extensive experiments using real commu-

nication traces collected from a wireless mesh network

testbed, which show the efficiency of the proposed solu-

tions.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section

V introduces related work. The system model and problem

definition are presented in section II-A. The CS-based solution

is presented in section III. The numerical results are illustrated

in section IV. Finally, the paper is concluded in section VI.

II. PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we explore the first step to achieve partial

measurement and simultaneous measurement, which is to

model the efficient RSS measurement problem as an linear

system. Before propose the modeling, we first propose the

network model and some important metrics to evaluate our

solution.
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Fig. 4. Simultaneous RSS Measurement.

A. Network Model

We consider a synchronized, time-slotted wireless network

consisting of N nodes denoted by N . A set of channels,

denoted by M, is available to each node in N . We denote P as

the sending power of each node operating over any channel

and by pmij as the RSS of a signal from node i ∈ N over

channel m ∈ M received at node j ∈ N .

Our main task is to obtain all the RSS values over each pair

of nodes and each channel, i.e.,

{pmij |i, j ∈ N , i 6= j,m ∈ M}. (1)

A measurement scheme could be evaluated via the following

metrics:

• Time cost: The total time slots to accomplish the mea-

surement process;

• Overhead: The total number of measurements in all nodes

and channels;

• Accuracy: We defined two levels of accuracy, which

are link-wise accuracy and network-wide accuracy recep-

tively. Regarding link-wise accuracy, the result of mea-

surement should be within a certain level of confidence

1−α/2. Regarding the network-wide accuracy, it implies

that the β portion of {pmij} is accurate. The CS-based

solution only achieves network-wide accuracy.

The accuracy is assured by an adequate number of mea-

surements, while the overhead and time cost metric require as

few measurement as possible. Thus, our target is to design the

solution that achieves good tradeoffs among these metrics.

B. A Linear System Formulation

Basically, the measurement process can be modeled as a

linear system. By applying the prevalent Compressive Sensing

[12] theory on this linear system with proper specification, we

derive an efficient measurement with low overhead and time

cost.

Before introducing the solution with partial measurement

and simultaneous measurement, we first formulate our problem

in the form of a linear system.

According to the SINR model, the RSS is approximately

linear additive. This property implies that when several nodes

in the network send signals in the same slot, the RSS of a

certain node is the sum of the RSSs from all of the sending

nodes. Formally, in one time slot, we have rj =
∑

i φipij ,

where rj stands for the RSS measured in node j and φi is

a binary variable standing for whether node i should send

a measurement signal in this time slot. When we extend

this formulation into the scenario of multiple time slots and

ensemble them into matrix form, we have:

R = ΦP (2)

Here, P = [pij |0 ≤ i, j ≤ N ] is called a RSS matrix, whose

element pij represents the RSS from node i to node j. The

matrix R ∈ R
N×T stands for the measurement result. The

element in the ith row and the jth column, denoted as rij ,

stands for the RSS measured in node i at time slot j. Ac-

cording to the SINR model, rij is the sum of the value of the

RSS that node i received. The matrix Φ ∈ {0, 1}T×N , called

measurement matrix, stands for the measurement schedule for

each node and each time slot, where φtj = 1 indicates that

node j sends a measurement signal in slot t.
From this linear system perspective, our problem could be

stated as:

Definition 1: Efficient RSS Measurement Problem: Giv-

en a network of N nodes, try to get the RSS matrix P =
[pij , ∀i, j ∈ {0, 1, ..., N}] through a planed measurement

process R = ΦP with minimum |row(Φ)|.
Note that, if we choose Φ as an N × N identity matrix,

the RSS matrix could be easily recovered. However, as the

column number of Φ stands for the measurement slots, we

need to generate a matrix Φ with T << N . Thus, an N ×N
identity matrix is unacceptable, especially for the networks

with a large number of nodes. The linear system has a unique

solution only if rank(Φ) = N . Thus, a matrix Φ with T <<
N is not enough for solving the R = ΦP with an unique

solution. However, this formula could be resolved with the

tools provided by compressive sensing theory, as long as P is

sparse enough. The accuracy of recovered P is assured with

high probability.

C. Fundamentals of Compressive Sensing

Before presenting our solutions, we briefly introduce the

compressive sensing theory. Compressive Sensing (or sam-

pling) (CS) [12], [13] is a notion generated from the field

of signal processing. In the conventional paradigm, natural

signals are first acquired at the Nyquist-Shannon sampling

rate, and then, compressed for efficient storage or transmission.

CS shifts this paradigm by combining the two processes into

a single compressive sampling process, greatly reducing the

complexities in data acquisition. The most important idea in

CS theory is that a small amount of random linear projections

of sparse or compressible signals have contained sufficient

information for signal reconstruction and processing.

In other words, signals can be accurately rebuilt based on

the following conditions:

1) The priori knowledge of sparsity or compressibility of

signals is known;



2) A small number of global linear measurements are pro-

vided.

In purpose of integrity and consistency, we present the follow-

ing definitions:

Definition 2: (Sparse signal): Let d = (d1, d2, ...dN )⊤ be

an N -dimensional signal. We say d is a K-sparse signal if

there are only K (K << N ) non-zero entries in d . Further, we

say d is a K-sparse signal in x domain, if there exists a set of

orthonormal basis, denoted as Ψ = [ψ1, ψ2, ..., ψN ], ψi ∈ R
N ,

, in which d can be represented by a K-sparse vector x:

d =
n
∑

i=0

ψix, or d = Ψx (3)

Compressive sensing theory states that an N -dimensional

signal s, which is K-sparse in the domain of Ψ(s = Ψx, x is a

K-sparse vector), can be efficiently represented by T (T < N)
linearly measurements. Specifically, let Φ be a T×N (T < N)
matrix; then, the measurements of s can be obtained by: y =
Φs, s = Ψx, where y is the measurement results. Matrix Φ is

referred as measurement matrix and the matrix Ψ is referred

as the representing basis. The key questions are whether it

is possible and how to recover the N -dimensional signal s
from the T -dimensional measurements y. Candes et al. [13]

have shown that when K ≤ 1

2
T , and Φ follows the restricted

isometry property (RIP) [11], the exact recovery of d can be

achieved through solving a linear optimization problem:

min
x∈RN

‖ x ‖l1 s.t. y = Φs, s = Ψx. (4)

The lp norm of vector x is defined as ‖ x ‖lp=
(
∑N

p=1
|xi|p)

1

p . It is known that the l1-minimization problem

can be solved with linear programming (LP) techniques [11].

The l1/l0 equivalence, relies on the incoherence property [14]

between Φ and Ψ, or the restricted isometry property (RIP)

[11] of matrix Φ = ΦΨ.
It has been established that Gaussian matrix Φ ∈ R

M×N ,

whose entries are independently and identically distribut-

ed realizations of certain zero mean random variables with

variance 1

T , satisfies the RIP with high probability when

T ≥ C(K log N
K ), where C is a constant [15].

III. COMPRESSIVE SENSING BASED SOLUTION

As aforementioned, efficient RSS measurement relies on

the process of partial measurement and simultaneous measure-

ment. The former could be achieved with solving the linear

system modeling, while the latter relies on how do we recovery

the RSS matrix with only a few time-slot measurements. Our

basic idea is applying the compressive sensing theory to the

linear system.

A. Solution Framework

The success of the solution depends on two crucial compo-

nents. The first one is the generation of measurement matrix

with good RIP. According to the theorem in [16], good RIP

refers to that the δk (Restricted Isometry Constant) is smaller

than
√
2 − 1. Further, we should also find a representation

basis, in the space of which the RSS matrix could be represent

in the form of K-sparse matrix. Note that we deal with a

matrix rather than a vector. In the context of matrices, low

rank is analogous to sparsity because the spectrum formed by

the singular values of a low-rank matrix is sparse. Thus in our

problem, the K-sparse matrix means the rank of matrix is K.

Assume that the RSS matrix P is K-sparse in a certain

domain, which is formally stated as:

P = ΨP
′. (5)

According to equation (2), the measurement result can be

expressed by the product of a matrix and a RSS matrix. Thus

we can rewrite R by

R = ΦΨP
′, (6)

where Φ is the measurement matrix to be decided. Based on

these formalizations, we now proceed to the determination of

measurement matrix and representation basis.

1) Measurement Matrix: In our measurement, the mea-

surement matrix is a binary matrix, with each row as the

sending plan of all nodes in one time slot. The number of

rows represents the number of time slots used to perform

measurements. In addition, because the representation basis

is usually orthonormal matrix, the RIP of matrix ΦΨ is the

same as Φ. Our target is to find a binary matrix, which has

good RIP and a small number of rows.

To begin with, we derive the size of rows for the mea-

surement matrix. This will inherently control the network-

wide accuracy. According to [13], T must be larger than

K log(N/K) to provide a recovery accuracy of 1− 2e−Tδ/8,

where δ is the restricted isometric constant.

Then, we derive the elements of measurement matrix. As

aforementioned, the measurement matrix in CS is usually

drawing from a random matrix whose entries are i.i.d. Guas-

sian variables complying to N ∼ (0, 1/T ) [13]. However,

due to the randomness in structure and the uncertainty on

RIP, these random matrices are prohibited in real applications.

In our application, a binary measurement matrix is required.

A simple way is to generate a binary matrix with entries

complying to Bernoulli distribution with success probability

p. According to the proof in [15], this kind matrix bears good

RIP w.h.p.. However, this kind of matrix may have a large

portion of nonzero entries, which, in other words, introduces

large measurement overheads. s To reduce the overhead of

measurement, we could apply the result from the work [17].

It provides a binary matrix generated by LPDC (Low Density

Parity-Check) whose definition is:

Definition 3: LDPC Matrix [17]: A binary matrix

A(T,N, d) ∈ {0, 1}T×N , consists of 2 ≤ d ≤ T − 2 nonzero

entries per column and Nd/T nonzero entries per row. In

structure, any two columns are allowed to share at most one

same nonzero position.

According to [17], this matrix has good RIP and low density,

thus it greatly fulfills our requirements.



The measurement overhead could be further reduced by a

matrix manipulating trick. We split the measurement matrix

Φ into two parts, [Φ1|Φ2]. Here Φ1 is a T × T matrix and

Φ2 is an (N − T ) × T matrix. In this form, we find that, if

we choose a orthonormal matrix as Φ1 and randomly generate

Φ2 with good RIP, then, whole matrix Φ has the same RIP

with Φ2. This is due to the orthonormal columns not affecting

the RIP of full random matrix. Based on this property, we can

choose identify matrix I as Φ1, which only has one nonzero

element for each column.
2) Representation Basis: In this section, we describe how

to control the sparsity of RSS matrix. Note that in the RSS

matrix, most of the elements are in fact close to, but not

equal to zero. This situation requires us to carefully drop

of some elements to make the matrix sparse. With all these

considerations, we apply singular value decomposition here.

Simply stated, a N ×N matrix could be decomposed such

that:

P = UΣV
⊤, (7)

where U and V are N × N unitary matrices (i.e. UU
⊤ =

U
⊤
U = I), and Σ is an N×N diagonal matrix containing the

singular values. The rank of a matrix is the number of linearly

independent rows or columns, which equals the number of

nonzero singular values of Σ.

To determine the representation basis U and V, we could

use the pathloss model to compute an approximate matrix P̂.

A singular value decomposition performed to P̂ could help us

to get U and V.

As we learned from several signal propagation models, the

RSS increase linearly with the sending power. The sending

power, however, impacts the interference range of the node.

In a CS-based solution, we prefer a low rank RSS matrix.

A higher sending power will result in a larger interference

and, in turn, make more entries in RSS matrix not close to

zero. Meanwhile, if the sending power is tuned too small, the

RSSs (which are close to zero) tend to be too vulnerable when

encountering noises and recovery errors. Thus, when applying

the result derived from too-small sending power to the ordinary

scenarios, the error ratio will be amplified. A proper sending

power is needed for a better performance of the CS-based

solutions. According to the experiment result in Fig. 7, the

sending power should be set to tune the average interference

ratio (defined in subsection IV-A) smaller than 0.322.
3) Recovery of RSS Matrix: Different from traditional work

with CS, where the recovery target is a vector, our work aims

to recover a matrix with CS. According to [18], the perfect

recovery equals to solve the following problem:

min rank(P) s.t. R = ΦP. (8)

However, the problem is rather hard to solve directly. Thus, in

[18], the authors provided an equivalent form of the problem:

min ‖ P ‖∗ s.t. R = ΦP, (9)

By introducing SVD in (7), we have

min ‖ P
′ ‖∗ s.t. RV = ΦUP

′, (10)

Here, ‖ P ‖∗ is the nuclear norm [18]. Thus the problem is

transformed to a convex programming problem and could be

solved efficiently. Because, P ′ is in its most low-rank form

with smallest nuclear norm, the UP ′V ⊤ will be the original

RSS matrix w.h.p..

In summary, the CS-based solution achieves O(logN) time

efficiency, which is much better than the model-based solution

when N is large. We summarize the CS-based solution in

algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 CS-based Solution

Require: Position of each node, Number of Nodes

Ensure: RSS matrix Pm for each channel m
1: Use one node to choose a channel m with less or constant

noise.

2: Utilize the pathloss model to compute an estimation of

RSS matrix P̂;

3: Decompose P̂ in to form of UΣV
⊤, using the singular

value decomposition method.

4: Get the sparsity of P̂ by omitting the singular value

smaller than δ;

5: Generate the measurement matrix Φ = [I|Φ2] following

the LDPC matrix with the predetermined time slot T =
K log(N/K);

6: Distribute the measurement plan to each node i with ith
column of Φ;

7: Each node sends a test signal following the measurement

plan.

8: The RSS in each node i as ri is aggregating to the central

server. Denote as R = {r⊤
1
, r⊤

2
, ..., r⊤N};

9: Solve the problem RV = ΦUP
′ with minimizing the ‖

P
′ ‖∗ by linear programming;

10: Get the RSS matrix Pm = UP
′
V

⊤

B. Accuracy Control

The accuracy control consists of two parts, namely, control

the row number of measurement matrix and control the

sparsity of representation basis.

Regrading the row number of the measurement matrix.

It inherently controls the network-wide accuracy. According

to [13], T must be larger than K log(N/K) to provide a

recovery accuracy of 1 − 2e−Tδ/8, where δ is the restricted

isometric constant. Here, the recovery accuracy is related with

the measurement time T . Thus, with this, we can control the

tradeoff between the time consumption and the accuracy.

Regrading the sparsity of the representation basis, the ac-

curacy of the recovery will decrease as we drop some the

the small singular value of the original RSS matrix. Thus,

to increase the recovery accuracy, the representation basis

should comply with the sparsity K. The mathematical relation

between the K and the accuracy will be our future work.

C. Deal with Background Noise

Apart from using the CS Solution as a single solution, it

could also be used as an extension to mitigate the harm due



to background noises. In practice, the RSS is not all from the

nodes inside network, the background noise is usually sporadic

and affect almost all nodes.

The measured result could be divided into to two parts: the

noise matrix and the RSS matrix. Formally put:

P = Pr +Pn (11)

We could arrange these two matrix as a new one

P
′ = [Pr|Pn]

⊤ and form a new measurement matrix as

Φ
′ = [Φ|I], which is a T × 2N matrix. Here I is a T × N

identity matrix. Then a CS-solution in algorithm 1 could be

performed in the linear system of

R = Φ
′
P

′ (12)

Note that the background noise is usually affect a large area

of network. The nodes in network could measure the average

background noise for each part, and the derive a low rank

matrix Pn. In this way, this extension could have the noise

and RSS matrix distinguished in a rather low cost.

IV. EVALUATION

In this section, we analyze the performance of the proposed

solutions with experiments. We first present the experimental

methodology and simulation settings; then, we discuss the

numerical results.

A. Simulation Settings

Our simulations are based on the data collected from the

SWIM platform [19]. It consists of 10 wireless nodes, which

are capable of running in 802.11a/b/g mode. We collected the

data of the RSSI (Receiving Signal Strength Index) of the

beacons from each AP. Specifically, we activated one node

at a time, while each AP was tuned to 11 different channels

sequentially. Then, we walked to 25 different locations (in-

cluding the locations of 10 AP), to collect the 50 different

beacon messages from one AP in each channel. The RSSI,

AP ID, and channel ID were recorded.

We generated several experimental scenarios from this data

set. The experimental scenarios consist of 5, 10, 15, 20 dif-

ferent nodes with the RSS between them. We also set the

total operating spectrum to approximately 2.4GHz, with 11

channels of 20MHz, which are the general settings in IEEE

802.11g. 200 scenarios are generated to perform a statistical

performance comparison evaluation. The throughput of the

whole network is computed using the algorithm in [20].

The benchmarks used to quantify our solutions are how the

RSS metrics obtained via the solutions impact the performance

of the throughput optimization. The accuracy is quantified

using the MPE (Mean Percentage Error), which is formally

defined as: 1

N

(

p′

ij−pij

pij

)

. Here, p′ij is the estimated RSS for

(i, j).
Regarding the CS-based solution, we mainly examine how

this method improves the performance of SINR-based opti-

mization. We also provide a comparison of the performance

between the CS solution and the solution proposed in [21]’s

versus network density. Regarding the network density, we

prefer a benchmark that directly connects the network density

and the sparsity of RSS matrix. A metric called average

interference ratio is used, which stands for how many portions

of the network are interfered by a single node. Assuming

that Si stands for the node set interfered by node i, we

get the formal definition of average interference ratio as∑
i
‖Si‖

N2 . In the implementation, we let the row number T of

measurement matrix equal to K log(N/K). We also examine

the performance change of the introduction of the LDPC code

generated measurement matrix.

B. Experimenting Results

First, we compare the fundamental performance of CS-

based solution and Model-based solution [21] in terms of

their improvement to the SINR-based throughput optimization

algorithm. The result in Fig. 5 shows that these two solutions

performed almost in the same level. They are all close to the

optimal results with exhaustive measurement.

We also examine how the recovery affected by the introduc-

tion of LDPC-based measurement matrix. As aforementioned,

the LDPC-code has better RIP comparing to the Gaussian

matrix. It also has the advantage of less measurement cost,

as there are limited non-zero elements per row. The latter

advantage could be easily examined with mathematical com-

putation. Thus, we do not provide the numerical result here.

The experiment examine the recovery advantage of LDPC-

based measurement matrix is shown in Fig.6, where the line

“CS-w-LDPC” is indeed better than another one. This also

implies that better recovery accuracy could help to improve

the optimization results.

We further compare these two solutions in different network

densities. As mentioned above, dense networks give rise to a

RSS matrix with higher rank, which in turn will compromise

the accuracy. This is illustrated using a MSE versus nodes

density graph. In Fig. 7, the MPE of the CS-based solution

increases with the average interference ratio, while the Model-

based solution performs stably at different network densities.

When the average interference ratio is smaller than 0.3 (which

also means 70% of the RSS matrices are zero entries), the CS-

based solution outperforms the Model-based solution. When

the whole network is a single-hop network, the MPE of the

CS-based solution increases to as high as 36%. Thus, the

model-based solution is more accurate in the networks whose

sending power could not be tuned to reach less than 30%

average interference ratio.

Finally, we examine the time cost of CS-based solution in

different network sizes. The time cost of model-based solution

in the same scenarios is also displayed for comparison. The

result is shown in Fig. 8. Note that, to illustrate the advantage

of the CS-based solution in a large network size, we generate

several 50-nodes and 100-nodes scenarios. The total channel

number is set to 11. It is clear that the finishing time of the

model-based solution grow linearly with network size (except

the first two points where the network sizes are small than

number of channels), while the CS-based solution grows in

logarithm order. The total measurement process for networks
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Fig. 5. The CDF of throughput under Model-based and CS-based solutions.
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Fig. 6. The recovery advantage of LDPC-based measurement matrix.
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Fig. 7. The comparison of Model-based and CS-based solutions in different
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Fig. 8. The total time slots used by model-based and CS-based solution
versus different network sizes.

with less than 100 nodes takes less than 200 time slots. Today’s

802.11 on-self products claim 200∼500µs per slot. Thus,

every round of measurement with accuracy control takes less

than one second.

In summary, CS-based solution performed superiorly in the

scenario of low density and large network size in terms of

time efficiency.

V. RELATED WORK

A. RSS Estimation

In [22], the authors considered a network where the path

loss between a few low-cost sensors was measured and stored

for future use. They proposed an algorithm that employs

interpolation techniques to estimate the path loss between a

sensor and any arbitrary point in the network. In [23] a PLE

estimator based on the method of least squares was introduced

in the design of an efficient handover algorithm. Estimation

based on a known inter-node distance probability scheduling

was discussed in [24]. The authors assumed that the distance

distribution between two neighboring nodes, i and j, is known

or can be determined easily. Regarding the accuracy control

method, in [25], the authors provided a framework to control

the accuracy for the measure of the SINR-PRR relation. Our

previous work [21] focused on using the pathloss model to

improve SINR-based optimization in wireless networks.

These works are endeavouring to make more accurate signal

attenuation models in a single transmission. But, none of

them focus on making a group measurement on all potential

links and all channels, which are crucial for the throughput

optimization in wireless networks.

B. Applications of Compressive Sensing

Compressive Sensing theory was firstly introduced to re-

cover sparse signal with less sampling [11], [13], which was

latterly found to be useful in compressive data gathering in

sensor networks. Compared with the conventional paradigm,

CS-based data compression shifts most computations from the

encoder to the decoder, which makes it a perfect fit for in-

network data processing in wireless sensor networks. The data

gathering problem studied immediate data transmission from



sensor nodes to a distant base station after data collection. In a

single-hop network, compressive wireless sensing (CWS) [26]

was shown to be able to reduce the latency of data gathering

by delivering linear projections of sensor readings through

synchronized amplitude-modulated analog transmissions. Luo

et al. [27] explored the compressive data transmission and

decoding method, which provided a constant energy consump-

tion scheme. Compressive Sensing was also introduced to

solve the traffic matrix derivation and interpolation problem

[28] and path reconstruction in WSNs [29].

VI. CONCLUSION

The efficiency and accuracy of the RSS measurement in

the wireless networks are of great importance for throughput

optimization, localization and wireless sensing in the wire-

less networks. Traditional efficient RSS measurement adopt

a “measure a few, predict many” fashion with calibrating the

parameters in the propagation models. However, we claim that

these kind of methods are not good enough as they miss the

chance of simultaneous measurement and controllable partial

measurement, which are all achieved with the compressive

sensing based solution we proposed. With CS-based solution,

the whole measurement process could be finished in time of

O(logN), rather than O(N2) in the traditional way. Fur-

thermore, an accuracy control tool is also provided to make

balance between the accuracy and efficiency in a quantitative

way. Experiments with real data trace from our platform has

proved the efficiency of our solution.

In the future, we will work on the topic of how to control

the sparsity of the RSS matrix with transmitting power during

the measurement process, so that, the accuracy and efficiency

of the CS-based solution could be further improved.
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